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The structuring of components of the net domestic product according to the innovation criterion

Abstract

The article studies the additional multiplier effects, which the economic system can receive from the realization of a sound innovation policy, which should be considered during the assessment of microeconomic indicators of the economic growth. The methodology for the structuring of the NDP components by the criterion of innovation receives further development, which makes it possible to prove the importance of the innovative orientation in the components of consumer expenditures and availability of different tendencies in the consumption of traditional and innovative goods and services; to carry out the structuring of state expenditures by the criterion of innovation; to develop the mechanism of innovative orientation assessment of the net export; to research the factors of demand formation for innovatively and traditionally-oriented investments; to prove the existence of a cyclic feedback between the volume of every kind of investment and certain factors forming the demand; to define the conceptual areas of innovation components during the calculation of NDP.
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Introduction

In the recent years the development of the national economy has experienced a number of negative trends (loss of competitiveness, rapid shifting to the raw materials periphery of the global market, the reduction in the internal potential for independent development, etc.), when relatively good macroeconomic indicators were achieved not because of, but contrary to the government policies, often characterized by the lack of ideas and initiatives and the blind following to the recommendations of international financial organizations. It is impossible to eliminate most of these negative trends without raising the level of theoretical and practical orientation of macroeconomic investigations, in particular those connected with the study of such major categories as gross domestic product (GDP) and net domestic product (NDP), with the modernization of the structure and optimization of proportions of their reproduction.

In our opinion, one of the conditions for the formation of the concept of innovative development is the correct reflection of innovative orientation of certain types of expenditures in the calculation of macroeconomic indicators of economic development, in particular – NDP. It is traditionally understood as the value of the GDP excluding one of its parts, which was used to reimburse the capital consumed in the production. It is calculated as the sum of consumers’ spending, net domestic private investments, government spending and the net export. The improvement of the theoretical bases of the formation of the structural elements of the NDP is essential in establishing the normal level of taxation burden in the country, the level of government spending (consumer and investment), optimizing the exports and imports ratios, which should contribute to the stabilization of the Ukrainian economy.

1. Literature review

The research of the economic nature of the net product as a complex economic category is the subject of debates as it is essential for the normal development and functioning of the market economy. The founders of the theory of the net product are the representatives of the classical political economy as: F. Kene, A. Smith, D. Ricardo, J.B. Say, K. Marx, A. Marshall, A. Pigou and others who have studied the problem of the formation and the use of the net product in the pure capitalist economy. The contemporary researchers (J. Keynes, P. Davidson, S. Weintraub, R. Harrod, P. Sraffa, M. Kalecksky, M. Friedman, F. Modigliani, V. Leontiev, P. Samuelson, W. Nordhaus, and others) developed the classical theory of the net product and studied some of its elements from the positions of practical application in the mixed (regulated) market economy.

In the scientific literature the problem of the complex research of the NDP category as a functional form of the net product has not been given a proper methodological justification as well as theoretical and practical solution. A number of problems remain unsolved, including: the use of the reproductive approach to the study of formation, distribution and use of NDP; the formation of optimal proportions of its distribution between the factors of production and functional forms; the specific forms of NDP in transitional economy, determination of the rational proportions of NDP distribution between the state and private businesses, the structuring of NDP and its individual components according to innovation criteria.

The economic science has developed a considerable number of models, which determine the interdependence between macroeconomic indicators and the relevant factors (primarily capital and labor resources). It should be necessary to emphasize the contribution to the research of this problem of such prominent scien-
tists as: A. Marshall, L. Walras, C. Cobb and P. Douglas (production function), J.M. Keynes (models of investment determinants, investment and employment multiplier), A. Pigou (model of initial impulses and the distribution of cyclic movements), J. Hicks and H. Hansen (model of the correlation of commodity, money and labor markets), M. Friedman (model of permanent and nominal income), R. Harrod and E. Domar (dynamic models taking into account the change of investment determinants) and others.

However, despite the significant interest in the study of innovative component of the economic growth, a number of theoretical aspects remain underdeveloped. In particular, there is a need in the further development of the complex of issues associated with the development of effective mechanisms of investment process innovativeness to be considered during the formation of the system of macroeconomic indicators of economic development, criterial assessment of the impact of innovations on NDP as one of the key macroeconomic indicators of economic development.

2. Results

According to the conventional approach NDP is calculated as the sum of consumer expenditures, net domestic private investments, state spending and net exports. In the formalized form its calculation can be presented as follows:

\[ NDP = C + I_n + G + X_n, \]  

where \( C \) is the consumption expenditures; \( I_n \) is the net domestic private investments; \( G \) is the state spending; \( X_n \) is the net exports.

All these types of expenditures can be divided into two categories: innovation- and traditionally-oriented.

Therefore, in the structure of aggregate net investments we offer to distinguish: innovation-oriented investments \( I_{n, \text{inn}} \), that is, the expenses for purchasing any (traditional or innovative) production factors with the purpose of their use for the creation of innovative products (innovative factors of production, innovative products, innovative services) and introducing them to the market; as well as traditionally-oriented investments \( I_{n, \text{tr}} \), that is, expenses for purchasing any production factors with the purpose of their use for creating and introducing traditional products. Based on the fact that in our study NDP is as an integral criterion of economic system’s efficiency, we take into account not the gross, but the net investments (that is the difference between the volume of gross investments and so-called depreciation, which in this case is the value of loss in invested capital in the process of production of final goods).

Now let’s consider the features of demand formation for innovation- and traditionally-oriented investments. It should be noted that the formation of this demand is influenced by the real interest rate and a set of factors that determine the amount of net investments.

At first we will consider the impact of the real interest rate on the formation of demand for the types of investments under investigation. It is universally recognized that in the existing conditions of the market economy’s functioning the demand for investment is one of the components of the total demand for money. This is primarily connected with the transaction demand for money, which is caused by the necessity to carry out operations of buying and selling goods and services, and directly depends on the volume of current consumption over a specified period and the speed of money turnover in the economy. To ensure the investment processes it is necessary to make the money owners not use the money in the current period, but save it with the further transformation into investment resources.

The only economically justified and essential factor of influence on the rationally conditioned behavior of the national product’s consumers concerning the reduction in the volumes of the current consumption for the sake of future investments is the income which should be provided by entrepreneurs – consumers of investment resources – to the owners of money resources, that is, the value of money. In economic theory this value is called the real interest rate. The higher the value of the money is offered by businesses to consumers, the more customers refrain from the current consumption and save larger amounts of money resources. Therefore, there is the potential opportunity for the growth of investments into the economy.

In its turn, the demand for investment is formed depending on the real interest rate, which is payable on the capital, and the expected net profit rate on the invested resources. With the rising of interest rates (the price of investment resources), the number and the scope of investment projects, which can satisfy investors’ requirements to the profitability of their investments, decline.

If consumers offer higher prices on their savings, it is obvious that the demand from businesses realizing investment projects decreases. This is caused by the fact that there is a decrease in the number of projects, the profitability of which exceeds the real interest rate on the resources used for their implementation. As the number of enterprises wishing to use expensive investment resources declines, it can be argued that due to the fall of the real return on investment the amount of investment decreases.

Such behavior is typical both for innovation- and for traditionally-oriented investments; meanwhile the level of dependence of demand for each of them from the
real rates may differ. In the formalized models characterizing the dependence of each of the studied types of investment from the real interest rate, this difference will be presented by various values of coefficients that reflect the close functional relationship between these macroeconomic categories. If we can present it graphically in a simplified form (Figure 1), we can see that different degrees of demand’s dependability for each of the selected types of investment from the real rates is reflected by different angles of demand curves. If all the conditions of the market functioning (except interest rates) remain unchanged, it can be maintained that for purposes of our analysis specific values of angles of these curves are not critical.

Shifts in the curves of investment demand to the right or left depend on the factors that affect the expected net rate of profit from investment.

Fig. 1. Interdependence of the demands for net innovation-oriented ($I_{\text{inn}}$), net traditionally-oriented ($I_{\text{R}}$) and aggregate net investments ($I_n$)

The most important factors to be considered: the level of taxation; investor expectations; the pace of technological changes; the level of equipment depreciation and the cost of its maintenance; provision of industries with manufacturing capacities; staff qualifications; provision of manufacturing processes with the work force; the level of wages; infrastructure of investment environment; openness of economy; provision of manufacturing processes with natural resources; state support for investment and innovation processes; general level of savings in the economy, etc.

We can say that while these factors generally affect the total volume of net investment, the impact of each of them on the specific studied type will vary in size and character. In some cases, the areas of influence may even be different. Moreover, when one considers the researched processes in dynamics, it appears that some of the factors that affect the amount of investments in the current period, in the following period are directly dependent on the size of these investments. Therefore, the feedback is formed. The analysis of the researched processes in dynamics makes it possible to suggest the cyclicity of this process.

Now let us study the mentioned feedback by using the example of such factor as the provision with fixed capital. We can say that the provision with fixed capital is higher in the traditionally oriented economy (in industries producing traditional goods and services) than in innovation-oriented economy (in high-tech industries producing innovative products and services). However, it is necessary to note that the process of attracting innovation-oriented investments aimed at the formation of the fixed capital in the high-tech sector causes a gradual increase of its provision in this economic segment in the absence of significant variations of the factors that determine the required size of the fixed capital.

Under the conditions of invariance of other factors the dependence of net investment amount from the fixed capital provision in a simplified form is defined as:

$$I_n = f(P_{FC})$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $P_{FC}$ is the level of provision with the fixed capital in the economy:

$$P_{FC} = \frac{P_R}{P_N}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $P_R$ is the real (available) volume of the fixed capital in the economy, $P_N$ is the amount of the fixed capital needed to achieve the target growth rate of integrated macroeconomic indicators, which is selected as the target criterion (for example, NDP). $P_N$ depends on the capitalization ratio of production, forecast production volumes and others.

The hypothesis about the different levels of provision with the fixed capital in the traditionally- and innovation-oriented (hi-tech) sectors can be formalized as follows:

$$P_{FC_{\text{inn}}} > P_{FC_{\text{R}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

$$P_{FC_{\text{R}}} = \frac{FC_{R_{\text{inn}}}}{FC_{N_{\text{inn}}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

$$P_{FC_{\text{inn}}} = \frac{FC_{R_{\text{inn}}}}{FC_{N_{\text{inn}}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $P_{FC_{\text{inn}}}$, $P_{FC_{\text{R}}}$ are the levels of economy’s provision with the fixed capital respectively in the traditionally- and innovation-oriented sectors of the economy in a period $t$; $FC_{R_{\text{inn}}}$, $FC_{N_{\text{inn}}}$ are the real (available) amounts of the fixed capital respectively in traditionally- and innovation-oriented sectors of the economy in a period $t$; $FC_{N_{\text{R}}}$, $FC_{N_{\text{inn}}}$ are the volumes of the fixed capital needed to achieve the target growth rate of NDP respectively in traditionally- and innovation-oriented sectors of the economy in a period $t$.  


In order to make the preliminary conclusions about the availability of a feedback, we can take the amount of capital needed to achieve the target growth rate of NDP as a constant (it only reduces the number of options that should be considered, but doesn’t contradict the main idea).

Considering the investigated processes in dynamics, we can note that scientific interest in this case is not only in the existing level of fixed capital provision in the economy, but also its growth over a certain period of time, which we propose to define as $\Delta P_{FC}$ and calculate as:

$$\Delta P_{FC} = P_{FC_{t+1}} - P_{FC_t}.$$  

(7)

It is essential for the analysis to use the value of the growth rate $GR = \frac{P_{FC_{t+1}}}{P_{FC_t}}$ and increase rate

$$GR = \frac{\Delta P_{FC}}{P_{FC_t}} = \frac{P_{FC_{t+1}} - P_{FC_t}}{P_{FC_t}} = \frac{\left(\frac{FC_{R_{t+1}}}{FC_{N_t}} - \frac{FC_{R_t}}{FC_{N_t}}\right)}{\frac{FC_{R_t}}{FC_{N_t}}} = \frac{(FC_{R_{t+1}} - FC_{R_t}) \cdot FC_{N_t}}{FC_{R_t} \cdot FC_{N_t}} = FC_{R_{t+1}} - FC_{R_t}.$$  

(9)

Clearly, the growth of the fixed capital over a certain period of time is equal to the amount of net investments in the fixed capital, that is:

$$FC_{R_{t+1}} - FC_{R_t} = I_{n_{FC_t}}.$$  

Accordingly, the ratio (8) can be written as:

$$\frac{I_{n_{FC_{R_{t+1}}}}}{FC_{R_{t+1}}} \neq \frac{I_{n_{FC_{R_{t+1}}}}}{FC_{R_{inn_{t+1}}}},$$  

(10)

where $I_{n_{FC_{R_{t+1}}}}, I_{n_{FC_{R_{inn_{t+1}}}}}$ are the net investments in the fixed capital respectively in traditionally- and innovation-oriented sectors of the economy in the studied period of time, and the absolute value $I_{n_{FC_{R_{t+1}}}}$ can greatly exceed $I_{n_{FC_{R_{inn_{t+1}}}}}$.

Let's make the analysis also in relation to the increase rate of the fixed capital provision to confirm the suggested hypothesis about the presence of a feedback between the level of the fixed capital provision and the volume of net investments.

The increase of the fixed capital from net investments will result in the increase of its provision in traditionally- and innovation-oriented sectors, but the paces of this growth may differ in size, that is:

$$FC_{R_{t+1}} = FC_{R_{t+1}} + I_{n_{FC_{R_{t+1}}}},$$  

(11)

$$FC_{R_{inn_{t+1}}} = FC_{R_{inn_{t+1}}} + I_{n_{FC_{R_{inn_{t+1}}}}},$$  

(12)

$$\frac{P_{FC_{R_{t+1}}}}{P_{FC_{R_{t+1}}}} = \frac{FC_{R_{t+1}}}{FC_{N_{t+1}}},$$  

(13)

$$\frac{P_{FC_{R_{inn_{t+1}}}}}{P_{FC_{R_{inn_{t+1}}}} = FC_{R_{inn_{t+1}}}}$$  

(14)

$$\frac{P_{FC_{R_{t+1}}}}{P_{FC_{R_{t+1}}}} = \frac{FC_{R_{t+1}}}{FC_{N_{t+1}}},$$  

(15)

where $FC_{R_{t+1}}, FC_{R_{inn_{t+1}}}$ are the real (available) amounts of the fixed capital respectively in traditionally- and innovation-oriented sectors of the economy in a period following the period $t$; $FC_{N_{t+1}}, FC_{N_{inn_{t+1}}}$ are the amounts of the fixed capital needed to achieve the target growth rate of NDP respectively in traditionally- and innovation-oriented sectors of the economy in a period following the period $t$.

$$P_{FC_{R_{t+1}}} = FC_{R_{t+1}}$$  

(16)

$P_{FC_{R_{inn_{t+1}}}}$ are the levels of economy's provision with the fixed capital respectively in traditionally- and innovation-oriented sectors of the economy in a period following the period $t$.

Schematically, the increase of the real amount of the fixed capital from net investments is illustrated in Figure 2.
Therefore, it can be argued that the formation of a dependence of investments volumes from the provision of fixed capital in the current period is based on the feedback between the fixed capital’s provision and the level of investments in the previous period, that is:

\[ I_{\text{FC}_t} = f \left( P_{\text{FC}_t} \right) = f \left( I_{\text{FC}_{t-1}} \right), \]
\[ I_{\text{FC}_{t+1}} = f \left( P_{\text{FC}_{t+1}} \right) = f \left( I_{\text{FC}_t} \right). \]

This confirms the hypothesis about the existing feedback between the level of the fixed capital’s provision of the economy and the volume of net investments.

It is necessary to indicate that the assumptions we have made about the sustainability of the required size of the fixed capital does not significantly affect the conclusion about the feedback between the level of the fixed capital’s provision and the amount of investments. Therefore, the only possibility to maintain the fixed capital’s provision in the innovation- and traditionally-oriented sectors at sustainable levels is the increase of the required sizes of the fixed capital in these sectors by an amount which is equal to the ratio of the net investments in these sectors and the appropriate levels of the fixed capital provision.

At the same time, for the description of economic development the dynamics of the required size of the fixed capital is a matter of principle. The focus on the innovation of this development will lead to the growth of the required size of fixed capital in the innovation-oriented sector of the economy. The speed of this growth can significantly exceed the same indicator for traditionally-oriented sector. On this assumption we can conclude that the reduction of the fixed capital’s provision will likely be caused by an increasing demand for fixed capital rather than by small volumes of investment.

Next let’s consider the effect of individual factors on the formation of investment demand. In our opinion, all factors of influence on the investment demand may be divided into three groups depending on how they affect the demand for each of the studied types of investments in their interaction. The first group of factors includes those that simultaneously affect the demand for traditionally- and innovation-oriented investments, accordingly changing the aggregate investment demand (Figure 3a). The second group of factors includes those that affect the demand for one of the studied types of investments, simultaneously changing the aggregate investment demand (Figure 3b). The third group of factors includes those that simultaneously affect the demand for each of the studied types of investment, while not affecting the aggregate investment demand (that is changing the specific structure of the investment demand) (Figure 3c).

To demonstrate the impact of each group of factors on the investment demand we will consider the impact of some instruments of state regulation.

We will analyze the first group of factors using the example of such method of state regulation as tax incentives. Let’s suppose that for the improvement of the investment climate the state may reduce the tax burden for all businesses that invest money in the fixed capital (regardless of the sector they work in).
This will increase the expected rate of profit and, consequently, the demand curves for traditionally- and innovation-oriented investments will move to the right (upwards from \( I_{\text{inn}}^1 \) to \( I_{\text{inn}}^2 \), from \( I_n^1 \) to \( I_n^2 \), as we can see from Figure 3a). As the aggregate net investments are equal to the sum of net traditionally- and innovation-oriented investments, we can conclude that the overall change in net investments is equal to the aggregate change in the net investments of the investigated types:

\[
\Delta I_n = \Delta I_{\text{inn}} + \Delta I_n \text{inn}.
\]

We will analyze the second group of factors using the example of such method of state regulation as tax incentives. Let’s suppose that tax remissions will be levied by the segments (that is separately for traditionally- and innovation-oriented sectors). In this case the change in demand for net investments will also take place only in a particular sector of the economy.

The stimulation of innovative investment by providing tax remissions for innovatively active enterprises will increase the demand for net innovation-oriented investments by reducing the demand for net traditionally-oriented investments. Graphically it is illustrated by the shifting of demand curves for net innovation-oriented investments to the right and upward from \( I_{\text{inn}}^1 \) to \( I_{\text{inn}}^2 \), while the demand curve for the net traditionally-oriented investments will move to the left and down from \( I_n^1 \) to \( I_n^2 \), as it is illustrated in the Figure 3b.

We will analyze the third group of factors using the example of such method of state regulation as state guarantees. The basic rule of investors’ behavior is the choice of the highest expected net profit rate, which is decisive for any kind of investment. It should be noted that in this case we focus not on the intraspecific (within one of the investments’ types that we studied), but on interspecific competition (that is between traditionally- and innovation-oriented investments). Such division of the investment market according to different types makes it possible to investigate some factors influencing them. For example, the provision of state guarantees for stimulating the increase of innovation-oriented investments will not lead to the increase of the aggregate net investments, because it does not directly affect the real interest rate.

But it should be noted that it increases the demand for innovation-oriented investments by reducing the demand for traditionally-oriented investments. Graphically it is illustrated by the shifting of demand curves for net innovation-oriented investments to the right and upward from \( I_{\text{inn}}^1 \) to \( I_{\text{inn}}^2 \), while the demand curve for the net traditionally-oriented investments will move to the left and down from \( I_n^1 \) to \( I_n^2 \), and the aggregate demand for net investments will remain stable \( (I_n^1) \), as it is illustrated in the Figure 3c.

Now let’s consider the impact of investments on NDP based on the proposed structuring. The dependence of the volumes of all types of investments we investigated from DNP is presented in Figure 4.

![Fig. 3. Interdependence between demands for net innovation-oriented \((I_{\text{inn}})\), net traditionally-oriented \((I_n)\) and aggregate net investments \((I)\)](image)

![Fig. 4. Dependence of investments volume (according to types) from NDP](image)
It should be noted that we consider investments as partially dependent from NDP:

\[ I_{n_{\text{tr}}t} = I_{n_{\text{tr}}} + k_{I_{\text{tr}}} \cdot NDP, \]  

\[ I_{n_{\text{inn}}} = I_{n_{\text{inn}}} + k_{I_{\text{inn}}} \cdot NDP, \]  

\[ I_{inn} = I_{n_{\text{inn}}} + I_{n_{\text{inn}}} + k_{I_{\text{inn}}} \]  

\[ I_{n_{t}} = I_{n_{t}} + k_{I_{t}} \cdot NDP, \]  

\[ I_{n_{inn}} = I_{n_{inn}} + k_{I_{inn}} \]  

where \( I_{n_{\text{tr}}}, I_{n_{\text{inn}}}, I_{n_{t}} \) are respectively net traditionally- and innovation-oriented investments, and also aggregate investments that don’t depend on NDP volumes; \( k_{I_{\text{tr}}}, k_{I_{inn}}, k_{I_{t}} \) are the coefficients of dependence respectively of the net traditionally- and innovation-oriented investments, and also the aggregate investments from NDP, which can be considered as a propensity to certain types of investments.

Let’s consider the particularities of the structuring of consumption expenditures as a component of NDP by the criteria of innovation. Since these costs are formed on the market of goods and services, it can be divided into two segments: traditional and innovative. For the purpose of selection of the innovative component in the NDP structure the element of consumer spending can also be divided into two parts, the first of which will characterize the performance in the traditional segment of investigated market and the second one – in the innovative segment. On this basis, the aggregate consumption expenditures \( (C_{agg}) \) will be:

\[ C_{agg} = C_{to} + C_{inn}, \]  

where \( C_{to}, C_{inn} \) are respectively consumption expenditures for traditional and innovative goods and services.

The decisive importance in our research is the characteristics of not only the absolute values of consumption expenditures for traditional and innovative products and services, but their share in aggregate consumption expenditures:

\[ S_{C_{agg}}^{inn} = \frac{C_{inn}}{C_{agg}}, \]  

\[ S_{C_{agg}}^{to} = \frac{C_{to}}{C_{agg}}, \]  

where \( S_{C_{agg}}^{inn}, S_{C_{agg}}^{to} \) are respectively the shares of consumption expenditures for traditional and innovative products and services in aggregate consumption expenditures for products and services.

It should be noted that consumption expenditures can be presented as a function of income after taxes. It is necessary to take into consideration the division of the total consumer spending into consumption expenditures for traditional and innovative products and services that is:

\[ C_{to} = C_{to} + k_{C_{to}} \cdot IAT, \]  

\[ C_{inn} = C_{inn} + k_{C_{inn}} \cdot IAT, \]  

where \( C_{to}, C_{inn} \) are the consumption expenditures respectively for traditional and innovative goods and services; \( C_{to}, C_{inn} \) are the consumption expenditures respectively for traditional and innovative goods and services that don’t depend on the income after taxes; \( k_{C_{to}}, k_{C_{inn}} \) are the coefficients that characterize the propensity of people to consumption of respectively traditional and innovative goods and services, which we will call the average propensity to consumption of the respective types of goods and services; \( IAT \) is the income after taxes.

With regard to the above-mentioned relations the equation (24) is transformed into:

\[ C_{agg} = C_{to} + C_{inn} + (k_{C_{to}} + k_{C_{inn}}) \cdot IAT. \]  

In a simplified form (without regard to the state participation in the economic processes) the income after taxes is equal to NDP.

Therefore, in order to correctly reflect the transformational changes occurring in the transition of the national economy to an innovative model of development, it would be advisable in macroeconomic researches to consider separately the consumption expenditures for respectively traditional and innovative products and services, and also to take into account the presence of different levels of consumers’ propensity to the purchasing of each type of goods and services.

Now let’s consider the next component, which forms NDP state expenditures. In our opinion, one can distinguish four main items of interest to us in terms of innovation, which may be related to the considered types in the structure of state consumption expenditures: state consumption expenditures on traditional and innovative products and services, in the structure of state investment expenditures: state traditionally- and innovation-oriented investment expenditures.

Regarding the latter, it should be important to emphasize that the investment policy must be formed at the state level, which would support science, promote high-tech industries’ development, provide privileges to investment projects at the early stages of their implementation. It is particularly important to form a sound investment policy for the economy.
in transition, with high risks, when it is difficult to correctly determine the return on investment or even impossible to quantify the relationship of current investments with future benefits. In other words, state investments should not lead to additional competition on the investment market but support its development, including the infrastructure, especially of those elements, which are unable to grow enough in the conditions of a fierce financial competition, but they are essential to ensure the competitiveness of the state on the global market.

In our opinion, the main and the most essential distinction of state expenditures is their regulation, dependence on the priorities of the state policy. The structure of the state spending is explained by the goals of the government in a certain period. In a formalized form the components of the state spending can be presented as follows:

\[ G = G_{C+w} + G_{I+w} + G_{I+} + G_{I+}, \]

where \( G_{C+w}, G_{I+w} \) are the state expenditures for respectively traditional and innovation goods and services; \( G_{I+}, G_{I+} \) are respectively state traditionally- and innovation-oriented investments.

It should be noted that transfer payments made by the state are not included in the resultant indicator (in this case, to aggregate state expenditures and, as a result, to NDP) because they don’t reflect the increase of the current production. But they form the personal income after taxes, which were discussed when considering the consumption expenditures of the population. So, to avoid the simplification that income after tax is equal to NDP, we must take into account the existing tax burden (which is formed from the tax burden imposed by the state) on the ultimate consumers and manufacturers of products and services, income recipients and property owners, as well as the transfer payments going backwards:

\[ IAT = NDP \times (1 + P_{TP}) \times (1 - P_{TB}), \]

where \( P_{TB} \) is the average level of tax burden on NDP considering the transfer payments; \( P_{TP} \) is the average level of state transfer payments in NDP, which is calculated with the following formula:

\[ P_{TP} = \frac{TP}{NDP}, \]

where \( TP \) is the aggregate transfer payments in a certain period.

Now let’s examine the next component of NDP net exports. It should be noted that it is the difference between the expenditures of foreign counterparts on the goods and services produced in the country and expenditures of domestic agents on goods and services produced abroad, in other words, it is the difference between exports and imports. Net exports may be represented by the sum of net export values for certain groups of respective expenditures:

\[ X = X_{n_{X_{C+w}}} + X_{n_{I+w}} + X_{I+} + X_{I+}, \]

where \( X_{n_{X_{C+w}}}, X_{n_{I+w}} \) are the net exports respectively of traditional and innovative goods and services; \( X_{I+}, X_{I+} \) are the net exports respectively of traditionally- and innovation-oriented investments.

It should be emphasized that a crucial importance for the research of the level of economic system innovativeness in the context of export-import business activity belongs not so much to the identification of the net exports as to the ratio of the absolute values of its basic components (exports and imports) for the specified types. In our opinion, the increase of our country’s participation in the trade with the innovative factors of production on the international market can be an indicator of innovation orientation of the national economy. The growth of domestic exports as such, and their share in the total world exports are a positive sign of economic development. As one of the export’s components is the export of production factors, which causes the increase in the investment expenditures of foreign counterparts in our country, then an important feature of innovation orientation of the economic system will be the increase in exports of innovative production factors compared with the traditional. Therefore, the country can abandon the existing practice of exporting metal, raw materials, coal, wood, etc. and position itself in the world market as a country that takes an active part in the global technology exchange. In our opinion, the export of innovative products for the final consumption abroad is fundamentally more important than exports of innovative production factors, because in this case one can talk about supporting domestic producers, the replenishment of state budget, employment of domestic workers and others. Besides the necessity of increasing the prevalence of innovative products’ export intended for the final consumption abroad over the export of innovative production factors, we consider it necessary to emphasize the need in increasing the share of the finished products in the structure of total exports that will help stimulate domestic production. It should be mentioned that in terms of supporting domestic producers, replenishment of the state budget and employment of domestic workers the increase in the volume of import factors is fundamentally more important compared with the import of goods and services for final consumption. These conclusions regarding the priorities of innovative
component in the structure of imports and exports do not exclude the necessity to develop the traditional exports and imports operations.

Let’s define the mechanism of criteria assessment of the impact of changes of these expenditure types on NDP as one of the key macroeconomic indicators, on the assumption of the existing functional dependencies between different types of expenditures and NDP, taking into account their division by the criteria of innovation.

At first let’s consider the main components of NDP – consumption expenditures and net investments – excluding the state expenditures and export-import operations. Graphically, the equilibrium level of the real NDP according to the method of “aggregate expenditures – production volume” is presented in Figure 5. The curves reflecting the dependence of consumption expenditures and the sum of consumption expenditures and investment spending from NDP are not parallel. The state of equilibrium can be presented as the equality of savings and investments.

\[
NDP = (C_{1n} + C_{in}) + (k_{C_{1s}} + k_{C_{ins}}) \times NDP + (I_{1n} + I_{in})
\]

On this assumption we can determine the multiplier of NDP growth:

\[
M_{NDP} = \frac{1}{1 - k_{C_{1s}} - k_{C_{ins}} - k_{I_{1s}} - k_{I_{ins}}}
\]

In this context, one should use marginal categories which characterize the dependency of the function change from the argument change. But, as we have chosen the linear dependency for determining the relationship between consumption expenditures, investments and NDP, the average propensity to consumption and investment is formally equal to the marginal propensity. Therefore, it would be better to present the studied relationships as follows:

\[
M_{NDP} = \frac{1}{1 - k_{mp_{C_{1s}}} - k_{mp_{C_{ins}}}} - k_{mp_{I_{1s}}} - k_{mp_{I_{ins}}}
\]

where \(k_{mp_{C_{1s}}}\), \(k_{mp_{C_{ins}}}\) are the coefficients that characterize the marginal propensity of people to the consumption of respectively traditional and innovative goods and services (marginal propensity to the consumption of certain types of goods and services); \(k_{mp_{I_{1s}}}\), \(k_{mp_{I_{ins}}}\) are the coefficients that characterize the marginal dependency of respectively traditionally- and innovation-oriented investments from NDP (marginal propensity to certain types of investments).

\[
k_{mp_{C_{1s}}} = \frac{\Delta C_{1s}}{\Delta NDP}
\]

where \(\Delta C_{1s}\) is a change in the expenditures for the consumption of traditional goods and services, which is caused by a certain change in the value of NDP; \(\Delta NDP\) is a change in the value of NDP, or deviation in NDP value from its basic value. The basic level of NDP is the level for which the marginal propensity to the consumption of traditional goods and services is calculated.

On this assumption we have:

\[
\Delta C_{1s} = C_{1s2} - C_{1s1},
\]

\[
C_{1s1} = f(NDP_1),
\]

\[
C_{1s2} = f(NDP_2),
\]

\[
\Delta NDP = NDP_2 - NDP_1,
\]

where \(C_{1s1}, C_{1s2}\) are the consumption expenditures on the respectively traditional and innovative goods and services for a basic (NDP_1) and other levels of NDP (NDP_2); NDP_0, NDP_1, NDP_2 are respectively the basic and the predicted levels of NDP, while the predicted level must be as close to the basic as possible.
Let’s calculate the marginal propensity to the consumption of traditional goods and services:

\[ k_{mp_c,\text{NDP}} = \frac{C_{mp} - C_{w}}{NDP_2 - NDP_1}, \]  

where \( k_{mp_c,\text{NDP}} \) is a coefficient of the marginal propensity to consumption of traditional goods and services for a certain basic level of NDP (\( NDP_1 \)).

Mathematically, with certain functional relationship between the studied categories such value of the marginal propensity to the consumption of traditional goods and services will be determined by the derived function, which reflects the dependence of these expenditures from the value of NDP. The marginal propensity will be the following:

\[ k_{mp_c,\text{NDP}} = \frac{\partial C_w(NDP)}{\partial NDP} . \]  

Similarly one can present other marginal categories:

\[ k_{mp_{inn},\text{NDP}} = \frac{\partial C_{inn}(NDP)}{\partial NDP}, \]  

\[ k_{mp_{w},\text{NDP}} = \frac{\partial C_{w}(NDP)}{\partial NDP}. \]  

Under such conditions it becomes obvious that with the linear dependence (only in the case of the linear dependence) between the studied categories, which was chosen by us as the basis, the average and marginal values of certain propensities will be equal to each other.

Considering the state expenditures in the calculation of consumption expenditures it is necessary to correct the NDP to the average level of tax burden and the average level of state transfer payments into the NDP. In this case the functional dependence (33) will have a different form:

\[ NDP = (C_{w} + C_{inn}) + (k_{mp_{w}} + k_{mp_{inn}}) * NDP * (1 + P_{TP}) * \]
\[ *(1 - P_{TB}) + (I_{n_{mp}} + I_{n_{inn}}) + (k_{mp_{w}} + k_{mp_{inn}}) * NDP. \]  

A simplified calculation of the NDP multiplier on the assumption of the equality of average and marginal values of the propensity to consumption and investment would conduct in the following way:

\[ M_{\text{NDP}} = \frac{1}{1 - k_{\text{c}} (1 + P_{TP})(1 - P_{TB}) - k_{\text{c}} (1 + P_{TP})(1 - P_{TB}) - k_{\text{w}} - k_{\text{inn}}}, \]  

It should be noted that the levels of tax burden and state transfer payments may also depend on the volume of NDP in accordance with the areas of the state policy. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the marginal values of state transfer payments and tax burden:

\[ P_{TP_{mp}} = \frac{\partial TP(NDP)}{\partial NDP}, \]  

\[ P_{TB_{mp}} = \frac{\partial TB(NDP)}{\partial NDP}. \]  

The introduction into the calculation of the categories of marginal levels of state transfer payments and tax burden makes it possible to modify the model for the calculation of the marginal propensity to consumption of traditional goods and services in the following way:

\[ K_{mp_{c, p}, \text{NDP}} = \frac{\partial C_{c, p}(NDP, P_{TP_{mp}}, P_{TB_{mp}})}{\partial NDP}. \]  

Similarly one can carry out the calculation of the marginal propensity to consumption of innovative products and services:

\[ K_{mp_{inn, p}, \text{NDP}} = \frac{\partial C_{inn}(NDP, P_{TP_{mp}}, P_{TB_{mp}})}{\partial NDP}. \]  

Further research requires the consideration of the net exports as a component of NDP. Taking in account the state and export-import expenditures the mechanism of formation of the NDP equilibrium value takes a somewhat different form as illustrated in Figure 6.

The reflection of state expenditures (\( G \)) in the investigated model shifts the equilibrium value of net domestic product from \( NDP_1 \) to \( NDP_2 \). In turn, the consideration of net exports (\( X_g \)) also affects the equilibrium amount of net domestic product, shifting it from \( NDP_2 \) to \( NDP_3 \).

It should be noted that the state and export-import expenditures may, in turn, depend on NDP. In this case, one can’t talk about the parallel curves, which reflect:

- consumption expenditures and net domestic private investments (\( C + I_{\text{p}} \));
- consumption expenditures, net domestic private investments and state spending (\( C + I_{\text{p}} + G \));
- consumption expenditures, net domestic private investments, the state spending and net exports (\( C + I_{\text{p}} + G + X_{\text{g}} \)).

The total number of factors which will affect the aggregate values of the state and export-import expenditures due to the influence of the regulatory impact and international factors may exceed their number for the consumer and domestic private investment expenditures, but the use of the marginal categories will also be essential for the purposes of our research.
Let’s determine (according to the accepted classification) the marginal indicators of the dependence of state expenditures from NDP:

\[ k_{mpC_G} = \frac{\partial G_C}{\partial NDP}, \]  
\[ k_{mpC_{G\text{inn}}} = \frac{\partial G_{C\text{inn}}}{\partial NDP}, \]  
\[ k_{mpI_G} = \frac{\partial I_G}{\partial NDP}, \]  
\[ k_{mpI_{G\text{inn}}} = \frac{\partial I_{G\text{inn}}}{\partial NDP}, \]

where \( k_{mpC_G} \), \( k_{mpG_{G\text{inn}}} \) are the coefficients that reflect the impact of a change in the value of NDP on the amount of state consumption expenditures respectively on the traditional and innovative goods and services (marginal propensity to state consumption expenditures of certain types of goods and services); \( k_{mpI_G} \), \( k_{mpI_{G\text{inn}}} \) are the coefficients that reflect the impact of a change in the value of NDP on the volume of the state traditionally- and innovation-oriented investments (marginal propensity to state investments in certain areas).

Let’s define the similar indicators for export-import expenditures according to the classification of their components by the criteria of innovation:

\[ k_{mpx_{C_G}} = \frac{\partial X_{nC_G}}{\partial NDP}, \]  
\[ k_{mpx_{C_{G\text{inn}}}} = \frac{\partial X_{nC_{G\text{inn}}}}{\partial NDP}, \]  
\[ k_{mpx_{I_G}} = \frac{\partial X_{nI_G}}{\partial NDP}, \]  
\[ k_{mpx_{I_{G\text{inn}}}} = \frac{\partial X_{nI_{G\text{inn}}}}{\partial NDP}, \]

where \( k_{mpx_{C_G}} \), \( k_{mpx_{C_{G\text{inn}}}} \) are the coefficients that reflect the impact of a change in the value of NDP on the amount of the net exports respectively of the traditional and innovative goods and services (marginal propensity to the net exports of certain types of goods and services); \( k_{mpx_{I_G}} \), \( k_{mpx_{I_{G\text{inn}}}} \) are the coefficients that reflect the impact of a change in the value of NDP on the volume of the net imports respectively of the traditionally- and innovation-oriented investments (marginal propensity to net imports by certain types of investment expenditures).

We can group the defined marginal indicators according to their belonging to the traditional and innovative consumption expenditures, as well as traditionally- and innovation-oriented investments:

\[ K^C_{mp} = k_{mpC_G} + k_{mpC_{G\text{inn}}} + k_{mpx_{C_G}} \]  
\[ K^C_{inn} = k_{mpC_{G\text{inn}}} + k_{mpx_{C_{G\text{inn}}}} \]  
\[ K^I_{mp} = k_{mpI_G} + k_{mpI_{G\text{inn}}} + k_{mpx_{I_G}} \]  
\[ K^I_{inn} = k_{mpI_{G\text{inn}}} + k_{mpx_{I_{G\text{inn}}}} \]

where \( K^C_{mp} \), \( K^C_{inn} \) are the coefficients that reflect the impact of a change in the value of NDP on the amount of aggregate consumption expenditures respectively of the traditional and innovative goods and services (in our research we take into account the net exports of goods and services, and therefore the term “aggregate” should be understood with this amendment); \( K^I_{mp} \), \( K^I_{inn} \) are the coefficients that reflect the impact of a change in the value of NDP on the amount of respectively the traditionally- and innovation-oriented investments.

In a general form the NDP multiplier can be determined as follows:

\[ M_{NDP} = \frac{1}{1 - K^C_{mp} - K^C_{inn} - K^I_{mp} - K^I_{inn}}. \]  

The research we have conducted makes it possible to draw the conclusion that the assessment of the influence of changes in the certain types of expenditures of NDP is based on the marginal analysis of the relationship between these expenditures’ volumes and the value of NDP. At the same time, there is a possibility to separate (in the aggregate expenditures) the innovation-oriented investments and consumption expenditures on innovative products and services as well as identify their direct influence on the NDP value with the help of the coefficients of marginal propensity to certain expenditures.
Conclusions

Positive changes in the economy are impossible without the formation of a state regulation policy focused on the innovative factor of economic growth. This task requires, among other things, the implementation of a qualitatively new investment policy, which, in turn, requires the improvement of the methodology of macroeconomic investment analysis. Such analysis should take into account the process of innovations’ creation and implementation, its scope, influence of the innovation factor on the production dynamics. For the comprehensive analysis of the impact of innovation and investment factors on the macroeconomic performance criteria of the economic system (particularly on NDP) innovation- and traditionally-oriented components are singled out in every element of expenditures that form this index. The results of the research presented in this article made it possible to determine the consumption expenditures on traditional and innovative products and services in the structure of consumption expenditures as an element of NDP, to prove the different propensity of consumers to purchase each of them, to modify the quantitative representation of the aggregate consumption expenditures as a function of income after tax taking into account the traditional and innovative orientation of their components. The state expenditures in the structure of NDP are divided into state consumption expenditures on the traditional and innovative products and services, as well as the state traditionally- and innovation-oriented investment expenditures; their correlation is strictly regulated. The research of the net exports as a component NDP makes it possible to determine the net exports of traditional and innovative products and services, as well as traditionally- and innovation-oriented investments, to determine the criteria of export’s innovativeness.

It is crucial for the study of the innovation level of the economic system in the context of export-import activity to assess not only the volume of net exports, but the ratio of the absolute values of its basic components, structured according to the criteria of innovation.

In conditions of the economy’s transition to the innovative type of development there is problem of discrepancy of the mechanisms for the assessment of the global economic performance to the realities of post-industrial society. Unfortunately, the additional multiplier effects, which the economic system can receive from the sales of innovative products and services, the provision of targeted financial assistance to innovation companies, implementation of innovation-oriented investments in the private sector and realization of import-export innovative operations are not thoroughly investigated by researchers. That is why this research has a great potential for further development. Obviously, a sound macroeconomic analysis of the role of innovations factors in the formation of the economic growth indicators, and on this basis – the development of an appropriate innovative, export-import, investment policy requires the development of an appropriate information base. This circumstance determines the need for innovation statistics in a separate branch of statistical observation. With the appropriate correction in the statistical accounting, an interesting area for the further research can be the quantitative assessment of dependence of macroeconomic indicators for the domestic economy’s development from the marginal propensity to certain types of expenditures, structured by the criterion of innovation.
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